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Abstract 

The purpose of adnussion control is to support the Quality of Service (QoS) dem組 dsof real time applications 
via resource reservation. In order to deal with admission control for lugh-speed networks， in a previous work we 
proposed a fuzzy b回 edadnussion control scheme wluch is sexible and adaptive and makes an intelligent decision 
for call accept組 ce. In the previous work， we considered only two indicators for QoS and congestion control. 
However， for multimedia applications more QoS and CC parameters should be considered. ln tlus paper， we 
extend our previous work by proposing two additional schemes wluch are integrated in the previous scheme. The 
new scheme is called Fuzzy Adnussion Control for Multimedia applications (MFAC). ln tlus paper， we introduce 
the conventional adnussion control schemes組 dgive some simulation results of their performance. We explain the 
proposed MFAC scheme and present the design of Fuzzy QoS Controller (FQC) and Fuzzy Congestion Controller 
(FCC). 

1 Introd uction 
Ensuring the Quality of Service (QoS) demands to traf-

fic sows and groups of sows is an important challenge for 
future broadband networks， and resource provisioning via 
adnussion control is a key mechanism for aclueving t.lus 
[1， 2). The Call Adnussion Control (CAC) deals with ac・
ceptance or rejection of new connections. The decision is 
done based on how the new connection affects the Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) of the existing connections and net-
work resources. After a call is accepted by CA C procedure， 
the call may exceed the parameters declared in call-setup 
ph笛 e.Therefore， a Policing Mechanisms (PM) is needed 
to act on each source before all the traffic is multiplexed， 
in order to guarantee the negotiated QoS. 

Traditional CAC schemes can be classified in equiva-
lent capacity， heavy traffic approximation， upper bounds 
of the cell loss probability， f.回 tbuffer/bandwidth alloca-
tion， and time windows. Among proposed CAC schemes， 
the equivalent capacity gives better results [3]. But， the 
equivalent capacit.y scheme makes many approximations， 
which result in an overestimate of equivalent capacity. Us-
ing conventional CAC scheme， it. is not easy to accurately 
determine the effective bounds or equivalent capacity in 
various burst.y traffic sow conditions of lugh-speed net-
works. Thus， to cope with rapidly changing network con-
ditions副 ldburst.y traffic， the traffic control methods for 
lugh-speed net.works must. be adaptive， sexible， and intel-
ligent for efficient network management. 

Use of intelligent. methods b部 edon Fuzzy Logic (FL)， 
Neural Networks (NN) and Genetic AIgorithms (GA) c副

prove to be efficient for traffic control in lugh speed net-
works [4， 5， 6]. In Ref.[4]， the FL is凶 edto build a fuzzy 
PM， wluch performance is better th叩 conventionalPMs 
and very close to ideal behavior. Some NN applications 
for traffic control in lugh-speed networks are proposed in 
Ref.(S). The NN are well suited to applications in the con-
trol of communications networks due to their adaptability 
and lugh speed. They can aclueve an efficient adaptive 
control through the use of adaptive learning capabilities. 
A GA b部 edrouting method is proposed in Ref.[司.The 
proposed routing algorithrn has a r.部tdecision and shows 
an adaptive behavior based on GA. 

ln our previous works (7， 8]， we proposed a Fuzzy Ad-
mission Control (FAC) scheme and a Fuzzy Equivalent Ca-
pacity Estimator (FECE). In the FAC scheme， we consid-
ered only two indicators for QoS and congestion control. 
However， for multimedia applications more QoS and CC 
parameters should be considered. ln tlus paper， we extend 
our previous work by proposing two additional schemes 
wluch are integrated in the previous scheme. The new 
scheme is called Fuzzy Adnussion Control for Multimedia 
applications (MFAC). In this paper， we introduce the con-
ventional adnussion control schemes誼 ldgive some simu-
lation results of their performance. We explain the pro・
posed MFAC scheme and present the design of Fuzzy QoS 
Controller (FQC) and Fuzzy Congestion Controller (FCC). 
The performance of the new scheme and the comparison 
with conventional ones is for the future work. 

The organization of tlus paper is as follows. In the next 
Section， we will introduce conventional CAC schemes. In 
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Section 3， we present our previous work. In section 4， 
we propose the new MFAC. In Section 5， we give some 
simulation results. Finally， conclusions are given in Section 
6. 

2 Conventional CAC Schemes 
The CAC deals with the question of whether or not a 

node can accept a new connection. The decision to邸・

cept or reject a new connection is b笛 edon the following 
qu笛 tions:does the new connection affect the QoS of the 
connections currently being carried by the network? c組
the network provide the QoS requested by the new connec-
tion? 

A variety of different CAC schemes have been proposed. 
They are classified into the following groups: equivalent 
capacity;heavytr~五c approximation; upper bounds of the 
cellloss probability; fast buffer/bandwidth allocation;組 d
time windows問.

The equivalent capacity is a popular scheme for CAC. 
The equivalent capacity is computed 針。mthe combination 
of two different approaches， one based on a s叫dsowmodel
and the other one on an approximation of the stationary 
bit rate distribution [9]. These two approaches are used 
beca田 ethey complement each other， capturing different 
aspects of the behavior of multiplexing connections. 

Sohraby [10] proposed an approximation for bandwidth 
allocation based on the asymptotic behavior of the tail of 
the.queue length distribution. Saito [11] proposed a CAC 
scheme by inferring the upper bound of cellloss probability 
from the tr~五cpar組問何回 specified by田 er.

The Ii舗tbuffer/b組 dwidthallocation scheme w笛 de-
vised for the transmission of bw叫 ysources. In this scheme， 
when a virtual circuit is established， the path through山e
network is set up and the routing tabl田町eappropriately 
updated， but no r田 ourcesare allocated to the virtual cir-
口lIt.When a source is ready to transmit a burst， at that 
moment the network attempts to allocate necessary re-
sources for the burst duration [12]. 

In time. window scheme， a so町 'ceis only allowed to 
transmit up to a maximwn nwnber of bits within a fixed 
period of time which is known as time window. Gol回 tani

[1司proposeda mechanism where for each connection the 
number of cells tr副首mittedon any link in the network 
is bounded. Thus， a smooth tra血csow is maintained 
throughout the network. This is achieved using the notion 
ofa仕'amewhich is equal to a fixed period of time. For each 
connection， the nwnber of cells per 仕組問位置凶凶ttedon 
出 1outgoing link cannot exceed its upper bound. 

The above mentioned CAC schemes suffer from some 
fund叩 lentallimitations.Generally， it is difficult for a net-
work to acquire complete statistics of input traflic. As a 
r田叫t，it is not easy to邸 curatelydetermine the effective 
bo山 ldsor equivalent capacity in a various burst 

Figure 1: FLC sもructure.
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Figure 2: Triangular and trapezoidal membership 
functions. 

Indi汀erencefrom the equivalent capacity admission 
control method [吋， which us伺 onlythe available capac・
ity as the only variable for CAC， the FAC scheme con-
side.四 fourparamete四 Qualityof service (Qs)， Network 
cong剖 ionparameter (Nc)， Available capacity (Ac)， and 
user requirement parameter which is expressed by Equiv-

山 ntcapacity (Ec)問.We decided the nwnber of mem-
bership functions for each linguistic paramete四 b笛 edon 
many simulations. We found that two membership func-
tions are enough for Qs， Nc， Ac linguistic par，国neters，叩d
three membership functions are enough for Ec linguistic 
parameter. The output linguistic par国 neteris the Accep-
tance decision (A d). In order to have a soft admission 
decision， not only “配c白epμt"組 d“"r陀e伊dect"but also “w附eakk 王

a配cc伐epμt"¥'‘“‘'we叫ak陀吋dect
used to describe the accept/reject decision. The member-
ship fundions for input and output linguistic par組 問 何回

目'cshown in Fig.3. The smallletters e， c， wO and wl mean 
edge， center， right width and left width， respectively. In 
the c括 eof trapezoidal membership functions which have 
only one width， we wrIte the width simply出 w.While， in 
the case of triangular functions， the widths are written邸

wO and wl. 
The term sets of Qs， Nc， A c， and Ec訂 edefined respec-

tivelyas: 

T(Qs) = {Satisjied， NotSatisjied} = {S， NS}; 

T(N c) = {N egative， Positive} = {N， P}; 

T(Ac) = {NotEno吋 h，Enough}= {NE，E}; 
T(Ec) = {small，medium，big} = {sm，me，bi}. 

The rnembership fundions for input parameters of FA C 
are defined出 follows:

μs(Qs) = g(log(Qs);O，Se，O，Sω); 
μNS(QS) = g(log(Qs);Nse，l，Nsw，O); 

μN(Nc) = g(Nc;-l，Ne，O，Nw); 

μp(Nc) = g(Nc; Pe， 1， P，却，0);

μN E(Ac) = g(log(Ac);O，NEe，O，NEw); 

μE(Ac) = g(log(Ac);Ee，l，Ew，O); 

μ.!'m(Ec) = g(log(Ec);Abr，sme，O，sm山);

μme(Ec) 一一 j(log(Ec); mec， meu小 meu.l}; 

μω(Ec) 一一 g(log(Ec); bie， Pr，bi即 .0).
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Figure 3: FAC membership funcもlons.

The term set of the output linguistic parameter T(Ad) 
is defined笛 {Reject，Weak Reject， Not Reject Not Accept， 
Weak Accept， Accept}. We write for short踊 {R，WR， 
NRA， WA， A}. The membership functions for the output 
par出 neterA d are defined出 follows:

μR(Ad) = g(Adj-l，Re，O，Rω); 

μWR(Ad) J(Adi WRc， W凡.II0，WRwtJi

μNRA(Ad) = j(AdjNRAc，NRAwo，NRAwl)j 

μWA(Ad) = j(AdiWAc，WAwo，WAwdj 

μA(Ad) = g(AdjAe，l，Aw，O). 

The FRB forms a fuzzy set of dimensions IT(Qs)1 x 
IT(Nc)l x IT(Ac)l x IT(Ec)l， where IT(x)l is the number 
of terms on T(x). The FRB of FAC is shown in Table 
1 and h描 24ruJes. The control ruJes have the following 

form: IF “conditions" THEN “control action". Statements 
on conditions go like “出eQs is satisfied" or“the Nc is 
congested"・Likewise，statements on control action might 
be “reject" or“accept" . 

In order to have a simple FRB and a good admission 
decision we selected 4 input linguistic p紅白ne何回組done 
output linguistic parameter. To have a soft admission de-
cision， not only A and R， but also WA， NRA， and WR are 
used錨 outputmembership functions. Because there are 
4 input linguistic par国 neters，the maximaJ and minimaJ 
number of the membership functions白redat a moment 
of time is 8 and 4， respectively. To decide an appropri-
ate output membership function， the strength 01" each ruJe 
must be considered. For this 阿部on，the output. member-
ship function is a complicated function and we use話 a
defuzzification method the center of area method， which 
get the center point of the fuzzy output membel'ship func-
tion. This value is used for admission control. As a result.， 
the connections will be accepted if the output value is more 
th組 zeroand will be rejected if the output value will be 
less than zero. 

Table 1: FRB of FAC. 

Rule Qs Nc Ac Ec Ad 。 S N 
NNE E 

sm NRA 
1 S N me WR  
2 S N NE bi WR  
3 s N E sm WA 
4 s N E me NRA 
5 s N E bi W R  
6 S P NE sm WA 
7 s P NE me NRA 
8 S P NE bi W R  
9 s P E sm A 
10 s P E me A 
11 s P E bi A 
12 NS N NE sm R 
13 NS N NE me R 
14 NS N NE bi R 
15 NS N E sm NRA 
16 NS N B 町le NRA 
17 NS N E bi R 
18 NS P NE sm WR  
19 NS P NE me R 
20 NS P NE bi R 
21 NS P E sm NRA 
22 NS P E me NRA 
23 NS P E bi W R  

Figure 4: FAC scheme. 

The FAC scheme is shown in Fig.4. The information 
for FAC are given by Bandwidth Management Predictor 
(BMP)j Congestion Information Indicator (CII)j QoS In-
dicator (QSI)j and EquivaJent Capacity Estimator (ECE). 
The BMP works in this way: if a connection is accepted， 
the connection b叩 dwidthis subtracted from the available 
capacity of the network， otherwise， if a connection is re-
le錨 ed，the connection bandwidth is added to the available 
capacity of the network. The CII decid田 whetherthe net-
work is or isn't congested. The QSI determines whether 
allowing a new connection violates or not the QoS guaran-
tee of the existing connections. 

In order to get a better estimation of Ec， we introduced 
a Fuzzy ECE (FECE) scheme [8]. The FECE predicts 
the Ec required for a new connection based on the traffic 
parameters Peak rate (Pr)， Source utiliza.tion (Su)， and 
Pea.k bit-rate dura.tion (Pbd). The membership functions 
for FECE are shown in Figふ Theterm sets of Pr， Su， and 
Pbd are defined respectively笛:

T(Pr) {Smα11， Medium， Large} = {S， M， L}j 

T(Su) = {Low， High} = {Lo， Hi}j 

T(Pbd) {Short， Medium， Long} = {Sh，Me，Lg}. 

B回 edon m組 ysimula.tions， we decided that three 
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Figure 5: FECE membership functions. 

membership functions are enough for Pr linguistic p町田ne-
ter， two membership functions are enough for 5u linguistic 
parameter， and three membership functions are enough for 
Pbd linguistic par直前ter.

The set of the membership functions舗 sociatedwith 

terms in the term set of Pr， T(Pr) = {S，M，L}，町 'ede-
noted by M(Pr) = {μ5，μM， J.tL}， where μ5，μM，J1.L are 
the membership functions for 5， M， L， respectively. They 
are given by: 

μ5(Pr) g(log(Pr); Pr， min， Se， 0， Sw); 

μM(Pr) = f(log(Pr)jMc， Mwo， MwI}; 

μL(Pr) = g(log(Pr); Le， Pr，max， Lw， 0). 

M(Su) = {μLo， J.tHd are the membership functions for 
term set of 5包・ The membership functionsμLo，μHi出宅

given by: 

μLo(SU) = g(Su;O，Loe，O，Loω); 

μHi(SU) = g(S包;Hie，l，Hiw， 0). 

The membership functions for term set Pbd剖モ

M(Pbd) = {μ品川Me，μLg}，却 dμ5h，μMe，μLgare given 
by: 

μ5h(Pbd) = g(log(Pbd);Pbd，min，She，O，Shw); 

μMe(Pbd) f(log(Pbd);Mec， Mewo， MewI}; 

μLg(Pbd) = g(log(Pbd); Lge， Pbd， max， Lgw， 0). 

The Ec for a connection should fall between its Pr 
and Average bit rate (A川. B踊 edon the number of 
input membership functions， we divide the Ec range in 
six membership functions. The term of Ec is defined as 
T(Ec) = {E1，E2，E3，E4，E5，E6}. 

The term set of the output membeI可ship func-
tions， are denoted by M(Ec). They are written 舗

Table 2: FRB of FECE. 

Rule Pr Su Pbd Ec 。 S Lo Sh E1 
1 s Lo Me E2 
2 s Lo 

Lsh g 
E5 

3 s Hi E1 
4 S Hi Me E1 
5 s Hi 

sLh g 
E4 

6 M Lo E1 
7 M Lo Me E3 
8 M Lo 

Lsh g 
E6 

9 M Hi E1 
10 M Hi Me E2 
11 M Hi 

Lsh g 
E5 

12 L Lo E4 
13 L Lo Me E6 
14 L Lo 

Lsh g 
E6 

15 L Hi E3 
16 L Hi Me E5 
17 ヨf Hi Lg E6 

{μEl. J1.E2， J.tE3， J.tE4， J1.E5， J.tE6}，出 ldare given by: 

μEdEc) = f(log(Ec);E1c，O，E1wd; 

μE2(Ec) = f(log(Ec); E2c， E2wo， E2wd; 

μE3 (Ec) = f(log(Ec); E3c， E3wo， E3wJ); 

μE4 (Ec) = f(log(Ec); E4c， E4wo， E4wdj 

μE5 (Ec) f(log(Ec); E5c， E5wo. E5wl); 

μE6(Ec) = f(log(Ec);E6c，E6wo，0). 

The FRB of FECE is shown in Table 2田 ldhas 18 
rules. Because there are three input lingwstic par叩 le・
何回 themaximal and minimal number of the membership 
functions fired at a moment of time is 6組 d3， respectively. 
To decide an appropriate output membership function， the 
strength of each rule must be considered. Also， a trade-off 
between the evaluation accuracy and the FRB complexity 
is needed. For this 阿部on，we selected three input linguistic 
par，副nete白血dthe par出 netervalues of output member-
ship functions are邸 signedas follows. The value of E1 c 
is set equal to Abr and the value of E6c is set equal to 
Pr. The other values are calculated b槌 edon the following 
equation: 

Eic = E(i -l)c + (Pr -Abr)/5 

where i = 2， 3， 4， 5， 6. 

(1) 

4 Proposed MFAC Scheme 
In our previous work， we considered only two indica-

to，四 forQoS and cc. However， for multimedia applications 
more QoS and CC parame何回 shouldbe considered. For 
this reason， in this paper we design two fuzzy based con-
trollers: FQC and FCC. The scheme of proposed FCAC is 

shown in Fig.6. 

4.1 FQC 
As input linguistic parameters for FQC， we consider the 

throughput Th， the delay D， and the loss probability Lp. 
The membership functions for FQC are shown in Fig.7. 
The term sets of Th， D， and Lp are defined respectively幽:

T(Th) = {Small，Medium， Large} = {Sa，Mu，Lr}j 

T(D) = {Loω，Middle， High} = {Lo， Mi， Hi}j 

T(Lp) = {Loω，Normal， High} = {Lw，Nr，Hg}. 

From our experience， we decided that three member-
ship functions are enough for Th linguistic parameter， three 
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Figure 6: Proposed MFAC scheme. 
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Figure 7: FQC membership functions. 

membership functions are enough for D linguistic parame-
ter， and two membership functions are enough for Lp lin-
guistic parameter. 

The tenn set of the output linguistic parameter T(Qs) 
is defined出 {NotSatisfied， Weak Satisfied， Normal， Not 
So Satisfied， Satisfied}. We write for short恒例S，WS，N， 
NSS， SA}. 

4.2 FCC 
For FCC，笛 inputlinguistic parameters， we consider 

the queue length Ql， the queue length change rate Qcr， 
and the loss probability Lp. The membership functions for 
FQC are shown in Fig.8. The term sets of Ql， Qcr， and Lp 
are defined respectively踊:

T(Ql) = {Empty， Middle， Full} = {E， Mi， Fu}; 

T(Qcr) = {Negative，Positive} = {Ne，Po}; 
T(Lp) = {Loω，Normal， High} = {Lω，Nr，Hg}. 

UsuaUy for congestion control is used a two threshold 
congestion method. In this method the system is consid-
ered congested if the queue length exceeds the high thresh-
old and uncong田 tedif the queue length drops below t.he 
low threshold. For this reason， the maximum value of QI 
would be the total buffer size. The edges of the member-
ship functions can be the low and high threshold. For the 

l <1 
I N >k P I 

μ 。
μ(Cs) D旦 ~S NF I~ 1M 

Qcr 

Lp 

Ca 

Figure 8: FCC membership functions. 

Qcr linguistic p町田neterthe maximum positive and nega-
tive queue length change would be the queue length. For 
the Lp linguistic parameter， the values for “Low"，“Nor-
mal" and “High" can be decided considering the required 
QoS. 

The term set of the output linguistic parameter T(Cs) 
is defined出 {Decre舗 eMore， Decrease Slightly， No Con-
gestion， Increase Slightly， Increase More}. We write for 
short笛 {DM，DS， NC， IS，問}.

5 Simulation Results 
The FAC and MFAC schemes use the same mechanism 

(FECE) for estimation of equivalen capacity. The new 
MFAC has the s叩 leproperties舗 FACbut also has a bet-
ter estimation of QoS祖 dCC indicators. In following， 
wecomp訂 eby simulations the performance of FECE with 
conventional methods such as s凶d日owapproximation and 
stationary approximation. The performance comparison 
between Guerin's method and our proposed approxima-
tion for N = 50 is shown in Fig.9. At the beginning， 
both methods have the same behavior， because they use 
the stationary approximation. But， as the釦 町'ceutiliza-
tion incre笛 es，our method makes a better estimation than 
Guerin's method. For Su = 0.5， our method and the exact 
value are very close. Otherwise， Gu台in's method has a diι 
ference of about one order of magnitude compared with the 
exact value. For high source utilization， Guerin's method 
uses the sow approximation and the characteristic is ap-
proaching the exact value. However， our method ShOW6 a 
better perfonnance even for high source utili日 tion.

In order to compare the statistical multiplexing gain of 
FAC scheme and eq凶valentcapacity method， we consider 
a multiplexer w hich can process t wo cl舗 sesof connections: 
cl踊 51 and class 2. We consider that all connections in a 
class have the same traffic parameters Pr = 4 Mb/s， S包=

0.4， Pbd = 0.106 s， and Pr = 10 Mb/s，お=0.4， Pbd = 
0.021 s， for cl踊 s1 and class 2， respectively. 

U sing the F A C scheme却 dequivalent capacity method， 
the admission regions for the buffer size 1 000 cells are 
shown in Fig.l0. As the buffer size increases， the number 
of connections admitt.ed into the network is incre錨 ed.The 
FAC scheme can admit more connections th組 equivalent
capacity method， thus inc阿部ingthe network utilization. 
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between 

6 Conclusions 
In pa.per， we improved our previous FAC scheme by 

proposing a.nd integra.ting together two ne fuzzy b出 edcon-
trollers: FQC組 dFCC. First， we introduced the conven-
tional CAC schemes. Next， we presented our previous 
FAC scheme with its components. Then， we introduced 
the FQC a.nd FCC schemes組 dtheir desi伊・ Wegave 
some simulation results a.nd compared FAC a.nd conven-
tiona.l methods. 

From the simulations results， we conclude: 
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Figure 10: Admission regions. 

Figure 9: Performance comparison 

Guerin's method and FECE. 
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• the MFAC ha.s the same features笛 FAC，but better 
decision for QSI組 dCII. 

• our proposed a.pproximation method h回 agood Ec 
estimation compared wi山 conventiona.lmethods; 

• combination of FECE a.nd stationary approximation 
give a more accurate estimation of Ec; 

• FAC scheme h笛a.better a.dmission region tha.n the 
equivalent ca.pa.city method. 

In the future works， we will make extensive simulations 
to evaluate the MFAC a.nd compare its performa.nce with 
FAC a.nd conventional methods. 
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